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Observations Planning Methodology
• Verify with on-sky data as soon as possible 
!

• Gradual transition from engineering activities to sustained observations 
- Engineering focus during AI&T with ComCam and LSSTCam 
- Approach early operations level during mini-surveys 
!

• Tests of increasing sophistication:  
- single-visit performance → image stack performance → beyond SRD 

characterization 
!

• Direct test if possible; validate in conjunction with simulations otherwise
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Aim to quantify the distribution of demonstrated performance by using a 
combination of on-sky data, informed simulations, and external datasets



Science Requirements: Single-Image/Visit
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Science Requirements: Full Survey
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Example Reference Fields
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+ Gaia (all-sky)



On-Sky Observations Overview
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ComCam AI&T On-Sky Observations
• Objectives 

- Focus on engineering, first on-sky data, instrument signature removal 
• Observations 

- Raster single field across each detector for determination of 
illumination corrections, initial color-term determination, and 
verification of astrometric solutions 

- Repeated observations of fields for photometric repeatability  
- Repeated observations of celestial pole at different rotations (fixed 

airmass effects) 
- Observations of celestial pole through different amounts and kinds of 

clouds 
- Validate pointing model 
- Validate wavefront sensor performance  
!
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ComCam Key Performance Metrics Testing
• Objectives 

- Validate Key Performance Metrics (KPMs) for single-visit performance 
(e.g., relative + absolute photometry and astrometry, image quality, 
throughput) 

- Measure residual PSF ellipticity distribution; test transient and moving 
object detection + linkage 

• Observations 
1. 20 fields x 5 epochs x 5 visits x 6 filters = 3K visits (~4 nights) 

- Several fields contain absolute photometric calibration standards 
- Range of airmass, source densities 

2. 3 fields x 3 (dither allowance) x 200 visits x 2 filters (r, i) = 3.6K visits 
(~5 nights) 

- Sample range of source densities, at least one along ecliptic 
!
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ComCam 20-year Depth Testing
• Objectives 

- Focus on image stack performance, sampling range of conditions 
- Select subsets of the data for Level-2 processing (e.g., best/worst 

seeing, lowest/highest airmass) 
- Repeated observations of same fields useful for testing template 

generation strategies and Level-1 pipelines (does not have to be 
realtime) 

• Observations 
- Observe 10 fields to depth equivalent to 20 years of Wide-Fast-Deep 

survey in 6 filters (~1700 visits per field, ~20 nights) 
- Where possible, fields should overlap external reference datasets 
- Explore a range of environmental conditions to examine various 

potential systematics — observations driven by needs to test DM 
algorithms 

- Dither pointings in each field to approximate Wide-Fast-Deep pattern 
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ComCam Scheduler Testing
• Objectives 

- Validate predictions of observer simulation under variety of 
conditions 

- Test scheduler feedback with real telemetry (including auxiliary 
instruments) 

- Exercise interfaces and procedures used by human operators during 
normal operations 

- Additional measurements of slew and settle times with realistic 
observing patterns 

• Observations 
- Run automated scheduler with normal cadence under range of 

environmental conditions 
- Testing special observation modes, e.g., Target-of-Opportunity 

interrupts, survey over constrained area, intentional degradation 
- Observations may be interspersed with 20-year depth test  
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On-Sky Observations Overview
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Mini-Survey 1: Wide-Area Alert Production
• Objectives 

- Validate template building with DRP pipeline 
- Level-1 processing, real-time alert generation 
- Testing survey progress over wide area to validate observation 

simulations 
• Observations 

- 1600 deg2 x 15 visits x 6 filters x 2 phases (~30K visits, ~40 nights) 
- Phase 1: observations for template generation (3 weeks) 
- Phase 2: observations of same area for alert production (3 weeks) 
- Phases separated by 6 weeks to allow for astrophysical evolution and 

template processing (mini-survey 2 scheduled between phases) 
• Additional Considerations  

- Large sky area is likely to present more edge cases (bright stars, 
nearby galaxies) 

!
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Mini-Survey 2: 10-year Depth Survey
• Objectives 

- Focus on Level-2 data products at full survey depth 
- Data quality characterization beyond the SRD through analyses that 

are closely tied to main science themes 
- Template generation and real-time alert production (more rapid 

cadence may enable unique tests) 
• Observations 

- ~30 fields x 825 visits in 6 filters (~25K visits, ~30 nights) 
- Select fields to overlap with external reference fields 
- Scheduler used to optimize data quality across fields 

• Additional Considerations 
- Use dithered pointings to match Wide-Fast-Deep pattern 
- Option to select adjoining fields in order to form larger contiguous  

full-depth regions 
- Level-1 studies would benefit from early template generation  
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Potential Applications of Simulations
• Optimize commissioning observing strategy and develop analysis tools 

ahead of on-sky observations  
!

• Use simulations informed by on-sky commissioning data as part of 
validation process (especially regarding full survey performance): 
- Estimate parallax and proper motion accuracy and precision over 10-

year survey based on observations taken within an interval of a few 
months 

- Evaluate full-depth performance using realistic distribution of 
environmental conditions (may not get representative sampling 
during commissioning) 

!
• Investigate issues that arise during commissioning 
!

• Facilitate beyond-the-SRD characterization
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